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LINEARLY COMPACT LEFT DUO RINGS AND THEIR 

STRUCTURE SPACES 

by Young L. Park 

1. Introduction 

Characterizations for linearly compact semisimple rings were obtained in [8, 
9] and a similar characterization for linearly compact commutative rings was 

studied in [6]. [n addition to these characterizations, and among other results, 

we will show that a linearly compact le[t duo ring is O.\1-semisimple if and 

only if it is rationally complete and biregular [1] or equivalently it is semisimple 

and its structure space Îs extremally disconnected 

2. Definitions and Notations 

10 this paper A will denote an associa tive ring with 1. oot necessarily com. 

mutative, and all modules will be left unitary m여ules. Furthermore, all 

topological spaces are Hausdorff. A topological module is ca lled lineariy topo 

logized if it admits a neighborhood base for zero consisting of submodules. By 

a linear variety in a module K we shall mean a coset of a submodule of K. A 

lineariy topologized module K is linearly compact if every collection of closed 
linear varieties in K with the finite intersection property has a non-void inter

section. A topological ring A is linearly compact in case it is a linearly com뼈ct 

A- module. A ring is a left duo ring if each left ideal of A is an idea l. Thus A 

is left duo if and only if, for each xEA, xA:=Ax. Right duo.ness has the 

obvious definit ion. For fundamental definitions and results related to rational 

extensions of rings, we refer to [3], [4] and [7]. The symbol Q(A) will repr 

esent the rational completion of a ring A. Also, we use Q(A) to denote the 

set of all maximal left ideals in A and, for each aEA, Q(a)三 (MIMεQ(A) and 

aElõMI . In case A is a left duo ring, Q(A) can be endowed with the Stone

Zariski topology having the family (Q(a) l aεA} as a base. The space Q(A) 

thus defined is call려 the structure space of A. It is well known in [1] tha t if 

A is a biregular ring then A is semisimple and Q(A) is compact zero dimen. 

sional and A contains the characteristic function of any compact open subset 

of Q(A). Now let r be a subset of Q(A) with .0 _M=(O), and let B( r) ={lll 
ι(Er 
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is a left ideal in A and 1 contains a finite intersection of members of F}. 

Then B(f’ is a base for a neighborho여 system of 0 in A, and the linea r 
topology on A thus generated by F will be termed the [’-topo}ogy. AIso, we 

use the notations Q. (A) and Qv(A) to symbolize the set of all open ma ximal 

left ideals, and the set of all rationally non.dense maximal left idea ls, in A 

respectively. A linearly topologized ring A is OM-semisimple if ~ n 1.1= (0). 
M e O. (A ) 

In what follows, a ring is said to be semisimple if its Jacobson radica l is 

zero. We shall require the following theorems 

THEOREM 2. 1 ([7], [4]). IJ (A‘ I iEJ) is a Jamily oJ r깨s， 샤en Q (i믿Ai ) 
르，딛1 Q(Ai ). 

THEOREM 2.2 ([9]). A linea새 comþact ring A is semisimple if and only if 

evtry linearly compact A-module ;$ injectivι 

3. Main Results 

We first prove the following Jemma. 

LEMMA 3. 1. μt A he a lintarly compact semisimþle left duo r;ng , and let ~H 

bt an open maxi mal 1ψ ideal ‘n A. !J M’ is aηy maximal leJt ideal in A ψith 

M'*M, then M and λl' can be separated by basic oþen sets in the structure space 

oJ A 

PROOF. We note that M is also closed. Thus M is a linearly compact A

submodule of A. Therefore M is injective by Theorem 2.2. It follows that 
there is a submodule L of A such that M iÐL=A. Then there exist mEM and 
bEL such that l =m+b with b* O and b$.M. Let aEM\ M’ Since a=a(m+ b)= 

am+ ab, we have a-am=ab, and hence abEM. But ab르L. This implies that 
ab=O. Consequently Q(a) n Q(b)=Q(ab)= q, and MEQ(b) and lvl'드Q(a ) 

For a completely regular space X we use the sym∞I fJX to denote the Stone

~ech compactification of X. We now state our main result. 

THEOREM 3. 2. μt A be a linearly compact left duo ri째 Then the ψLLowillK 

statemtnts are equivalent. 

(1) A is OM-semisimple. 

(2) A프 TIA/M (MEQ.(A)). 

(3) A is rationally complete and b‘regular 

(4) A is semisimple and Q(A) is extremally disconnected‘ 
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(5) A is semisimple and Q(A) =ßQ. (A). 

PROOF. (l ) ~(2). A can be embedded into the product space TIA/M,.<M,EQ. ) 

Let κ be the embedding and Â=K(A). Since Â is linearly compact, it is c10sed 

in the space TI A/끼 by [10]. Thus it suffices to shα，v tha t Â is topologicaJJy 

dense in TI A/ M,. Note tha t the space A/l씨 is discrete for each M,EQ.. For 

elements a
J
• a2, "', an in A , we denote (a i>르a，+M， for eachε {l， 2, "', n} 

Thus each (a;> is open in A/끼. Let TI W, be a b쩌sic 때en 않t in TIA/M, where 

w‘ = (a‘ ) for iE {I, 2, "', n} and W,=A/M, for aJJ i$ {I, 2, "', n}. By Lemma 

3.1 there exist nonzero elements c1' c2’ 
‘ , cn in A such that 11까EQ(c‘) for 

each iE {I, 2, …, n} and Q(c .. ) n Q(c ,.) =ø for distinct i and j in {I, 2, " ' , 시. 
l 

Hence we have c 든M， for i'iI Since M , is maximal for each i, there exist 
’ ‘ elements b" b" "', b. in A such that b,c .. +M,= I + M , for each iE {I, 2, "', n} 

l ’ 2’ ” ‘ ’ 
Now let a=a ,b,c,+ a,b,c, + "'+a,b .. c .. + " ' + a.b_c_. Then aEA and a+M .. =(a ,b ,c rrl - 2-2-2 '" -n-"-"- ------ ---- ---- ----, '--rrl 

+ai2c2 + ... + aib,.c,.+…+a"b,/n) + 1I1,. =aibic,.+ M ,. =a‘ (b ,c,+ M ,)=a,+M, for each 
iE {l, 2, 시. That is a+M .. = (a..). Al50 note that a+M.EA /M. for P$ {I , 2, ’ p---'_._p 

…, 시 . This impJies that åETI 씨 where å=K(a). A is topologicaJJy dense in 

flA /M ‘ (M,EQ. ). 

(2)=이3) . Let aEA. We claim that (a)=(e) for an idempotent e in the center 

of A where (a) denotes the two sided ideal generated by a. Let M,EQ.. If 

å(M，)=a+끼:;to， then there exists an x，.εA such that x，a+끼=1+끼. Define 

a function .i : Q。→ U A/，1까 (M,EQ. ) by 

ri .. (M,.) for M.. if 4(M..}*0 
i(M..J = ~ ...... .. o for M, if å(1I1, )=0. 

Let .xεκ '(i) and e=xa. Since (iå) (λf‘)=￡(Ml)d(Ml)=f.(M，ja(Ml) =(fld) (M， ) 
=1la+시=I(서) for each 시 with å(시)*0， e is an idempotent. Al50 for 

bEA , we ha、 e be=eb, and c1early (a)=(e) ‘ Thus A is biregular. Using Theorem 

2.1 , we have Q(A)르 TI Q(A/M)르 n A/M르A. Thus A is rationaJJy complete. 
MEIJ. λleD。

(3)~(4). Let A be the set of aJJ idempotents of A. Then by [5], Q(A)르 

Q(A). Since A is rationaJJy complete, A is al50 complete [3] . Thus Q(A ) is 

extremally disconnected and 50 is Q(A). A is semismple as stated earlier. 

(4)~(5). It is weJJ known that a compact Hausdorff space is extremaJJy 

disccnnected if and only if it is a Stone-Cech compactification of every dense 
sUCsFace of the spaζe. Since a linearly compact semisimple ring is OM-semisimple 
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(않e [6]). D, (A) is dense in D(A) . Thus D(A)=엉D， (A). 

(5)~ (l). If D(A)=ßD , (A) . then D, (A) is dense in D(A). Hence n D, (A)= 

n D(A). But A is semisimpJe. and thus n D‘(A)=(이. 

4. Applieat ions 

LEMMA 4. 1. 1/ A is semis;mple commutatiνe， thtn a maximal idtal A1 is llot 

rationally dense in A if Qnd 0끼Iy if (M) =D(a) for som~ a* O in A 

PROOF. Let M be rationa Jly non.dense in A. Then there exists a* O in A 

with aM= O. i. e .• alll= O for aJl m in M. Hence Q(a) n Q(m) =4> for each mEM 

Let Z(III) = D(A)/D(m). Then D(a)ζ n Z(m). But n Z(m) contains at m∞t 
mEM mEM 

Qne elemen t. Since D(a) * 4>. we have D(a) = (M). ConverseJy. if (M) =D(a) 

for some a* O. then aEM' for aJl M' ED(A) with M'*M. We note that 

aMζ ( n M') n M=(O). Thcs aM= O. Jt fo Jlows that M is not rationa Jly dense 
M'EQ(A) 
M’*M 

inA 

PROPOSITION 4.2. A linearly topologi=ed Boolean ri쟁 is linearly compact if 

and 011[::; if it is comþact . 

PROOF. If A is a )inearly compact BooJean ring. then for each open maximaJ 

ideaJ ltι A/1I1 is compact. By Theorem 3.2. A is compac t. The converse is 

clear. 

PROPOSITION 4. 3. A Boolean ri’Ig A is co끼þlete Qnd alom;c ;1 Qnd onl::; if it 

ù compact with respect to Dp(A)-toPology. 

PROOF. Jf A is compJete and atomic. then the space Q(A) is extrema Jly 

disconnected and it contains a dense subset ε 。f isoJated points in Q(A). By 
Lemma 4.1 the isolated points in D(A) are preciseJy the rationaJly nondense 

maximaJ ideaJs in A. Thus I;=Q.(A). Note that n (MI AlED. (A)) = (0). Hence 
F 

A is a Jinearly topoJogized ring endowed with the Dp(A) - topoJogy. Also note 

that every eJement of Dp(A) is open. Furthermore A can be considered as a 

subring of nA/ M (111εQp(A)) . Now take an eJement a in nA/ M. Let S= (111 1111 

EQ.(A) and a(M) = !) and Z=(MI MεD.(A) and a(M)=O). Then both S and Z p 

.a re open and disjoint subsets of Q(A). Since Q(A) is extrema Jly disconnected. we 

have 5 0 2= 4>. where “. denotes the closure operator. Thus there exists a 

<:haracteristic function a' in A such that a'(1I1) = 1 for all M in S and a'(M) = O 

for M$ S . Hence a'=a. Jt fo Jlows that A = OA/ M(MED.(A)) and A is compac t. 
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Conversely, if A is compact wi th respect to the Q,(A)-topology, then it is 

linearly compact with respect to the same topology. By Theorem 3.2 A is 

complete. Since Q,(A) is a dense subset of isolated points, the Boo lean ring A 

15 atom1C. 

PROPOSlTlON 4.4. Let X be a sþace olllonmeasurable cardinal [2]. Thell C(X) , 
the ring of real"oalued C01l1iωous functions Ofl X, is linearly compact if and on/y 

if lhe space X is discrete. 

PROOF. Jf C(X) is Iinearly compact, then by Theorem 3.2 it is a regula r 

ring. Hence X is a P-space [2] . Also by Theorem 3.2 ßX is extremally discon. 

nected, and so is X. Thus X is discrete ‘ The converse is eviden t. 
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